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Edwin B. Forsythe NWR || Galloway, NJ
Edwin B. Forsythe National Wildlife Refuge stretches along the coast of New Jersey. 
Many areas of the refuge are inaccessible to visitors, but the area surrounding the  
Visitor Information Center is a popular wildlife photography location. Inspiration for the 
exhibit aesthetic was drawn from photography. The exhibit’s content hierarchy mimics 
a camera’s focus level and creates an experience that allows visitors to view the refuge 
from a broader perspective and then focus on more detailed interpretation. The murals 
at each habitat diorama are styled after double exposure photographs to illustrate the 
uses of “shared” habitats. A large floor map of the refuge allows visitors to explore 
photo-viewfinder stations that highlight restricted areas of the refuge. This exhibit also 
features a spin browser interactive that allows visitors to scroll through 24 hours of tidal 
changes; this interactive won first place in the NAI Digital Media category in 2014. 
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Ridges Sanctuary || Bailey’s Harbor, WI
The Ridges Sanctuary is located on a series of ridges and swales created by Lake  
Michigan’s recession over hundreds of years. Until recently access to the Sanctuary 
has been limited, but a new Visitor Center will act as a gateway for visitors to enter 
the abundant trail system. The exhibits featured in the visitor center will explore the 
creation of the ridges and swales, biodiversity, and the history of the founders who 
helped preserve this special piece of land from development. The final exhibit will 
feature a “Listening to Nature” AV experience, scripted to inform visitors of  
appropriate decorum on their hike through the sanctuary. Stripped cedar arches  
and large murals will be used to frame the exhibits, reinforcing the exhibit’s  
position as a gateway to the Sanctuary and local history. 
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Holliday Park Design || Indianapolis, IN
The new exhibits for Holliday Park Nature Center are designed specifically for a young 
audience. Birch plywood tree silhouettes fill the exhibit hall and create a dynamic visual. 
Each highly interactive exhibit area focuses on a habitat of the park.  A water table, with 
leaf races and exploration flip rocks, can be found in the river habitat area. The wetlands 
are brought to life with a “musical” experience, where children can engage with graphics 
to trigger animal sounds and create sounds of their own. The forest area has a ground 
level and a canopy deck with multiple stations for educational play. Finally, the prairie 
becomes an unstructured play area where young minds can grow. 
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Holliday Park Installation || Indianapolis, IN
The Holliday Park Nature Center exhibits were completed and installed in late Spring 2015. 
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C.A.N.D.L.E.S. || Bloomington, IN
These conceptual sketches were completed to help fundraise for future renovations 
of the C.A.N.D.L.E.S. Museum in Terre Haute, Indiana. The new museum would focus 
on the life story of museum benefactor, Eva Mozes Kor, a holocaust survivor who has 
found peace through forgiveness.  The visitors’ journey through the museum would 
follow the timeline of the holocaust in conjunction with Eva’s history and emotional 
journey. This experience is intended to inform visitors and persuade them that there  
is freedom and power in forgiveness.  
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Meadowbrook Park || Urbana, IL
Visitors to Meadowbrook Park will be drawn towards the arching corten steel  
gateway that features prairie flora and a butterfly silhouette sign. As they approach the 
gateway, signage at the trailside will present necessary park information and allude to the 
nature, art and history present within the park. Further along the park trail, oversized prairie 
plants are used to draw visitors’ attention to the interpretive center from afar. Corten steel 
plants support contour cut graphics hung on osage orange boards. Each section of this 
concept will focus on looking at Meadowbrook Park from a different angle. Turning over 
the prairie to reveal the roots and biodiversity, turning back time to reveal the history of the 
park, and turning to the future to see how stewardship and community participation will 
continue to shape the park. A circular aesthetic built with steel framing will be adapted to  
fit the needs of each content area and provide a backdrop for park programming. 
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Sinnemahoning State Park  
PA DCNR || Austin, PA
The exhibits designed for Sinnemahoning State Park are intended to give visitors  
a sense of the park’s recreational activities, biodiversity, and history. Each section  
of the exhibit hall is highly immersive and features multiple interactive elements.  
Seasonal carts were designed to exist within the visitor center classroom. The carts  
can be docked against the corresponding seasonal banners or pulled away from the 
wall for exploration. 
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CMNH ‘Winging It’ || Pittsburgh, PA

The Carnegie Museum of Natural History and Carnegie Mellon University School of 
Design collaborated in the spring of 2010 to work towards the creation of a new type of 
exhibit space. This new space was meant to enlighten and engage the many college-aged 
students in the greater Pittsburgh area. Seniors from Carnegie Mellon School of Design 
worked in teams, under the advisement of Professors Mark Baskinger and Stacie Rohrbach, 
to create proposals for this new experimental exhibit. Each team completed an analysis 
on ways the museum could better engage visitors, specifically for those in the 18-24 age 
group. Their research lead to the creation of concept/content outlines, interaction ideas, 
and aesthetic solutions that the museum would be able to combine and implement.  
Three of the graduates from this class—Amanda Henderson, Natalia Olbinski, and Sarah 
Kusuma—worked with Baskinger and Rohrbach throughout the summer of 2010 to further 
refine the concepts and see the exhibit to fruition.
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Carle Foundation Hospital || Urbana, IL
The history wall exhibit, currently in progress for Carle Foundation Hospital, takes a  
non-conventional approach to the timeline of their history. Rather than a completely linear 
scope, the timeline is organized based on themes and storylines that make up the history  
of Carle. Each theme is represented by a certain color so the timeline can be read based  
on concept, not just historic dates. For example, if a visitor were interested in key donations  
to the hospital, they would follow the green philanthropy storyline. Upon reaching a  
philanthropy timeline point, they could then explore the future impacts of that individual 
donation. A corner cabinet blends seamlessly with the existing hallway décor and allows  
for the incorporation of key historical artifacts. The clean lines of the acrylic graphics and 
the color palette also coordinate with donor wall displays located in adjacent hallways. 
(Also pictured: currently installed donor walls and previous concept sketches). 
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Nescopeck State Park || Drums, PA
The exhibits designed for Nescopeck State Park are intended to give visitors a sense  
of the park’s biodiversity, watershed, history and recreational activities. As visitors enter the 
atrium, their eyes are drawn upwards to banners featuring passive recreation. Continuing 
into the space, each corner of the exhibit hall focuses on a key aspect of the park. A large 
diorama, highlighting the three main habitats of the park allows visitors to explore the 
parks’ biodiversity using field guide stations. A mural leads the visitors’ eyes to the  
watershed station in the second corner. The final corner features an information station  
with the park’s history, outdoor activity prompts, and a park map to guide visitors. 
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Rantoul C.E.P. || Rantoul, IL
These conceptual renderings were created to support the Community Experience  
Plan concepts for Rantoul, Illinois.  Each concept makes use of open spaces within  
the downtown area, while highlighting and honoring the history and diversity of  
the community.  Visitors can begin their journey through town at the Rantoul  
Welcome Area where they are introduced to key cultural elements of the community. 
As they explore the street corner, they are first presented with a map indicating their 
current location.  Interpretive signage, featuring a coherent graphic hierarchy and a 
color-coding scheme, could introduce visitors to the look and feel of the interpretation 
that will be presented at various locales throughout town. New venues for community 
confluence will be noted on the main map. These venues will be created through the 
re-use of historically significant structures, heritage murals and diversity gardens. 
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Presence Health || Urbana, IL
Two lobby concepts were created for Presence Health.  Concept one draws  
from the hospital’s Catholic roots, featuring four large “windows” with glass  
panes anchored to the wall that each support graphics interpreting key values  
of the hospital.  Suspended pieces of stained glass utilize the skylights to cast  
colorful reflections on the windows and wall.  Concept two speaks to the  
geographic history of the hospital. A mural illustrates the connection between  
the hospital’s origin and it’s present location. A central graphic focuses on  
hospital founders and further interpretation can be found at the digital kiosk. 

University of Wisconsin || Madison, WI
This timeline concept was created for the University of Wisconsin Nursing Program. 
The history of the program is presented on contour cut acrylic panels radiating from 
the central crest. The display was inspired by the “Numen Lumen” University seal, 
which features rays of light. Small, custom cases display key artifacts from the  
University’s rich history. 
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Goose Pond DNR || Linton, IN
These conceptual exhibit drawings were completed for Goose Pond Fish and  
Wildlife Area DNR fundraising. These renderings depict both sides of a single  
exhibit created out of contour cut, painted flats and graphics. One side depicts 
the diversity present on the property and the other features the important role of 
park management.  


